SHIELDING GARMENTS
FACE SCREEN

EMF SAFETY EYEGLASSES

Blocks RF 96%

Protection Specifically for the Eyes

Face burning from radiofrequency radiation?
Maybe it’s your eyes that burn, or the lips?
This lightweight Face Screen covers a large
area while permitting
total air flow. Can’t
fog up. Visor is
made of a special
wire mesh which is
durable and gives
good
shielding
performance
(30 dB). Easy
to
see
through, but
it is a mesh
so
not
suitable
for
fine work. Visor
flips
up
when
needed.
Plenty
of
room
inside
for
prescription glasses or sunglasses. Elastic
headband stretches to fit most head sizes.
Face Screen (Cat. #R363) …….. $19.95

These are truly remarkable! Reasonably
stylish
eyeglasses
that offer
radiofrequency
shielding.
Blackened metal mesh,
shielding alloy forms the lenses,
permitting wide view visibility for
driving, working, or relaxing (not for
fine work). Can fit over most normal
eyeglasses. They will never fog or
smudge. Durable black plastic frames
complete the design. Simple effective.
Give your eyes the rest they need.
Another first from LessEMF!
Shielding performance:
20+dB (>90% reduction) tested at
50MHz and 900 MHz
(Cat. #R254) …………………. $18.95

GRAY CONDUCTIVE SOCKS
High Silver Content
These socks start with a polyester fiber which is twisted with pure
Silver fibers, then knit into a sock shape, giving it a very high
conductivity (only a few Ohms across) and good shielding
performance throughout. Reasonably soft and stretchy with
ribbed cuff. Socks include a 1.7 mm male snap near the cuff.
Great for RF shielding, grounding, and can even be used for
TENS applications. Hand washable. Fits shoe size 5-10.
Conductive Socks - gray (Cat. #R352) ..... $19.95/pair

SAFEGUARD APRON
Full Frontal Coverage
This unique apron is constructed using our special cotton based
Staticot™ shielding fabric which is a highly effective E-field and RF
shield, providing up to 40 dB to 10 GHz according to test results.
1000 Ohm per sq on the surface, so it is also great for static
discharge and easy to make ground connections. Soft feel and
gentle to the skin. Completely machine washable (no bleach) and
dryable (cool) without losing shielding performance. Generously
cut for comfort and great "neck to hip" protection for pregnant
women, computer and microwave oven users, TV or radio station
workers, research and hospital workers, or anywhere people are
exposed to RF radiation. Color styles may vary.
SafeGaud Apron (Cat. #R216) ………… $59.95
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